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Interesting shmup! Pretty much applying one finger death punch into a shmup, but it feels... Less responsive.

One button shoots. The other accelerates\/parries.
You avoid bullets by ramming into them while accelerating. It is quite satisfying.

Definitely a fun title and the music is fantastic.. Let me preface this review by saying If you enjoyed Rebellions earlier entry in
the world of 4 player coop gaming with Nazy Zombie Army then don't hesitate and pick this game up immediately. You will be
purchasing a much improved experience (albeit a 1930's explorer theme) featuring a large campaign, real horde mode, score
attack mode, plus many interesting items and ancient secrets to discover. Amazing optimization, performance, and sound
immediately standout within the first few minutes. More importantly though as you start diving further into the game you'll fall
in love with the shooting mechanics, the numerous enemies types, and the massive hordes of enemies. If you enjoy non-stop
TPS shooting action then look no further. SB is just good old fashioned fun.

  Don't believe negative nancy reviews stating the game will get boring. I just played 7 hrs straight and did not get bored once. I
will be coming straight back to the action tomorrow.
 Where I found a game like Sniper Elite too tedious and slow I immediately find Strange Brigade fast paced and exciting. If
your a lover of L4D, COD NZ, Vermintide, Killing Floor, Nazi Zombie Army, and especially Gears of War horde mode then do
yourself a massive favor and play Strange Brigade. Well worth the asking price IMO because its just so damn fun.. Hell, I
recently paid 45 dollars for some obscure SNES cartridge and it isn't anywhere near this good. :). I found about the game on
EVW's channel, I saw a sneak peak of the game and thought it may be a fun quick platformer.

It is deffinetly a really fun, quick paste, very nice music platformer.

Really enjoyed it and if you are thinking of buying this game deffinetly buy it.

1. Really cheap for how good it is.
2. Really fun.
3. Challenging
4. Very unique. Wandering Stars is a gem of a puzzle game that deserves far more attention than it has received. It takes a hard-to-
intuit game mechanic (orbital mechanics) and finds all sorts of potential in it. An hour or two of play may be needed to gain an
instinct for the movements (unless you're an astrophysicist who thinks about eccentricity and plane changes over your coffee), but
this is a learning curve worth climbing. The nine chapters each introduce a new element, but the twists are generally simpler than the
core orbital physics, so each comes a welcome change of pace, not as a return to square one. Within each chapter, the levels are
intuitively sequenced in ascending difficulty, and the difference in difficulty between passing a level and perfecting that level is
excellently calibrated.

The graphics are beautiful. The scripted text is funny enough (usually), and even when it's a bit lame, it's brief. The only thing this
game really lacks is a pause or slow-motion mode; some levels have so many moving bodies that it can be hard to mentally absorb
everything important in real time. It's a tiny flaw in an otherwise impeccably developed game.. I am a child of the 80's and love
these adventure games. AGD interactive and Infamous adventures have done a great job in preserving these games and giving them
a little twist. Al Emmo keeps with the spirit of these old games. Adventure, Puzzles with a quirky sense of humor. It is an original
game that will keep you entertained. Adventure games from this era keep you really engaged. Talk to everyone, click on everthing
and think outside the box. Unlike todays action games it is not a series of quick mouse clicks and constant explosions. Focus is on
charater development and story. Goal is to immerse yourself into the game and get to know the characters. A great game to get..
This game was fun as a kid, nowadays I can't stand it. The weaving back and forth and going back and forth for over 15 minutes
to make sure you rescue absolutely everyone and do x and y lever puzzles to open doors etc etc etc it's just too much. It hasn't aged
well at all.. THIS GAME HAS GOOD GRAPHICS. HOWEVER THE GAME IS SHORT. YOU PLAY A SHORT STORY LINE
AND THATS IT. NOT WORTH THE 20.00 I PAID.. When I was trying to interact with a raised area in the ground, I knew the
dev, to say it kindly, really should have spent way more time developing this game.

That said, I'll give him deserved credit that he at least removed the (offensive) language from the loading screen that the game had
when it first got onto Steam.. i made half the world communist
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10\/10 would rush b again. OKAY, to start this off. This has been a journey. There are some bugs, but they are not TOO
gamebreaking.. If you play it off line, you have to wait for your scores\/achievements to show. Good FUN GAME. Spent probably
200 OR MORE hours on it lol
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Very good and clean FPS. Only minus for me is very short single player (4h) and since MP was turn off is all you can play.. First
gameplay and I like the game a lot actually. I know its an early access title, but still very entertaining and playable. And of
course scary as hell! :) Here is a VR and Mixed Reality capture from my gameplay on HTC Vive:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Xy3jWFTdQbA

Keep Watching VR is a thrilling horror game for HTC Vive inside of a creepy abandoned mental hospital, where scary Clowns
are chasing you in the dark. Your only weapons in Keep Watching VR are a flashlight and a DSLR camera, so dont drain the
flashlight's batterys out, keep watching after those nasty clowns, and dont turn your back on them!

I think the game has great potential, and the whole idea of being chansed by Clowns that only moves while you are looking away
is awesome! I hope the developers can spend some time polishing some bugs, and make the game bigger as well. Its surely one
of the better horror VR experiences so far.

I will continue this review as soon as I have played more, and of course when more content is added, but for now I recommend
this game to all VR horror fans! Both thumbs up :). I played this game four different times to get every achievment and
outcome. Needless to say it was cute fun and pretty entertaining. Unlike most Visual Novels you have more than one decision to
make, there are choices from start to finish. I highly recommend for you to pick up, because it does seem to go on sale
frequntly. 10\/10 ign. I added the actual game on my wishlist after playing it's predecessor. This demo made me remove it from
there. Worst turnoff ever.. Cool concept but when it comes to the actual game, It gave me aids

9/8, would get aids again- IGN. TL;DR - Fun little game! Very good for an airplane or a bus ride.

Simple, yet challenging at times. Good AI system, skirmishes are available on like 9ish maps that don't vary too awful much, but
variety is still variety! Very cool for what you pay, definitely worth a 5$ investment. Nearly bugless as far as I can see, very well
programmed, only flaw is no hotkeys for the units, which brings me to my only actual negative:

If you're gearing towards online or multiplayer though you're going to be sorely handicapped without a touchscreen as it makes
things a whole lot easier.

A minor annoyance:
You can get it into non-fullscreen pretty easily through some workarounds but it works janky at best and you're stuck constantly
re-syncing the cursor due to the mouse acceleration the game has that isn't able to be turned off.

All in all, fun game to play, though the settings menu is extremely simplistic. (At least this game has sliders for volume though!
Not a big fan of having to click my sound all the way up to 100% before I can get it to 0% lmao)
. Well..not bad, but I would like more horror than shooting. Plus, too much teenage-like stereotypical characters in a Japanese
anime style. Still good for its time. You can try.. Only minor issue with the movie is sometimes you have to suspend disbelief.
However, that's something you have to do with all the best ones. Thumbs way up for John Wick, must watch if you have not. All
around great.. :starfull::starfull::starfull:starfull::starempty:

This game is truly amazing. Here are the pros and cons! Hope you find it useful! Below the pros and cons, I will talk more about
the game!

Pros:
Amazing art styles, you either hate it or adore it!
Amazing physics.
Amazing sound track and sound effects.
Coll creature designs.
Immersive.
Puzzles that are not too challenging and not too easy.

Cons:
Lacking in content.
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Limited to story mode.

My Advice:
This game is most DEFINITELY not for everyone. This game is for people who enjoy unique art style, love nature, and who
enjoy a good, challenging puzzle! The only thing that makes this game not worth $15 is the lack of content. Right now, there are
only 10 levels and 6 unique animal species. There are the flies, flying things, spiders, caterpillars, inchworms, and the mole
things. I would love if there were more updates, or even dlcs! There could be a freedom mode, where you try to survive in the
environment by hunting and drinking, all the meanwhile watching out for harmful wildlife! There should be more wildlife
added, and some more ecosystem implemented. Another thing that would be interesting is the ability to play as the beasts, like
being the teleporting one, the raider, miner, sorcerer, conjuror, or scout! This would develop different gameplay, and make the
game more interesting! I highly recommend this game!

Raider fuzzies for life!. A single concept, but it has charm and fun that actually makes it worth the buy.

FULL REVIEW: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gMQ6jEc4zMQ
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